A physiologically based pharmacokinetic model for intravenous and ingested dimethylarsinic acid in mice.
A physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model for the organoarsenical dimethylarsinic acid (DMA(V)) was developed in mice. The model was calibrated using tissue time course data from multiple tissues in mice administered DMA(V) intravenously. The final model structure was based on diffusion limitation kinetics. In general, PBPK models use the assumption of blood flow-limited transport into tissues. This assumption has historically worked for small lipophilic organic solvents. However, the conditions under which flow-limited kinetics occurs and how to distinguish when flow-limited versus diffusion-limited transport is more appropriate, have been rarely evaluated. One important goal of this modeling effort was to systematically evaluate descriptions of flow-limited compared with diffusion-limited tissue distribution for DMA(V), using the relatively extensive pharmacokinetic data available in mice. The diffusion-limited model consistently provided an improved fit over flow-limited simulations when compared with tissue time course iv experimental data. After model calibration, an independent data set obtained by oral gavage of DMA(V), was used to further test model structure. Sensitivity analysis of the two PBPK model structures showed the importance of early time course data collection, and the impact of diffusion for kidney time course data description. In summary, this modeling effort suggests the importance of availability of organ specific time course data sets necessary for the discernment of PBPK modeling structure, motivated by knowledge of biology, and providing necessary feedback between experimental design and biological modelers.